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A context-free language is said to be simple if it is accepted by a single-state 
deterministic pushdown automaton with empty Stack acceptance. This paper proves 
that it is decidable whether a deterministic pushdown automaton (dpda) accepts a
simple language. For this purpose, we prove that it is decidable whether a real-time 
dpda with empty stack acceptance accepts a simple language. To prove this, we 
present two conditions called nonsingularity and separability conditions and show 
that for a real-time dpda M with empty stack acceptance, (i) the language accepted 
by M is simple if and only if M satisfies the two conditions, and (ii) it is decidable 
whether M satisfies the two conditions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Both the equivalence problem and the subclass containment problems for 
deterministic pushdown automata (dpda) have received much attention in 
recent years. Contributions have been made to the equivalence problem by 
many authors. Although the equivalence problem for general dpda's remains 
open, it has been shown to be decidable for several subclasses of dpda's 
(Korenjak and Hopcroft, 1966; Rosenkrantz and Stearns, 1970; Valiant, 
1973; Valiant and Paterson, 1975; Taniguchi and Kasami, 1976; 
Oyamaguchi and Honda, 1978; Oyamaguchi et al., 1980a; Tomita, 1978; 
Friedman and Greibach, 1979). 
On the other hand, most of the subclass containment problems remain 
open. However, several contributions have been made to the problems 
(Stearns, 1967; Valiant, 1975; Courcelle, 1977; Friedman, 1977, 1978; 
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Friedman and Greibach 1978; Greibach 1979; Oyamaguchi et al., 1980b). 
The containment problem relative to a class c~, which is written as the 
containment problem (dpda, c~), is the problem of deciding for an arbitrary 
dpda M whether there exists a machine in the class cC accepting the same 
language as M. 
Stearns (1967) is the first paper that proved the decidability of the 
containment problem (dpda, the class of finite automata), which is known as 
the regularity problem. Valiant (1975) has improved the regularity test to 
present an exponentially faster algorithm and Courcelle (1977) has presented 
a more simplified test than them. Recently, Oyamaguchi et al. (1980b) 
proved the containment problem (dpda, R0) to be decidable. Here, R 0 is the 
class of real-time dpda's with empty stack acceptance. 
In this paper, we consider the containment problem (dpda, So) where S o is 
the class of simple dpda's, i.e., single-state dpda's with empty stack accep- 
tance. We shall call this problem the simplicity problem for dpda's hereafter. 
It has been left open since it was posed by Valiant (1973, 1975). Here we 
give an affirmative solution to this problem. 
For this purpose, we first use the result that for any subclass cC ofR 0, the 
containment problem (dpda, ~)  reduces to the containment problem (dpda 
in Ro, ~)  (Oyamaguchi et al., 1980b). Since S O is a subclass of R o, our goal 
is to show the decidability of the containment problem (dpda in R o, So). 
We next introduce two conditions which a machine M in R 0 satisfies if 
and only if the language accepted by M (i.e., L(M)) is simple. They are 
called nonsingularity condition and separability condition, which are as 
defined below. 
Nonsingularity condition. If two configurations el and e 2 of M are 
equivalent and the stack of el is the bottom of e2 (i.e., el = (p, w) and e 2 = 
(p', ww'), where p and p' are states and w, w' are stack strings), then the 
difference between the heights of e~ and e 2 (i.e., I w' I) is bounded by a 
constant lz. 
Separability condition. For each configuration e of M there exists a set 
V(c) of configurations with the following three properties: 
(i) The configurations of V(e) are pairwise equivalent, 
(ii) the difference between the longest and the shortest heights of the 
configurations in V(e) is bounded by a constant l, and 
(iii) for any input a for which the computation from configuration e 
decreases the stack height by more than a constant 13, there exists an initial 
part (i.e., prefix) of a for which M goes from e to a configuration belonging 
to V(e). 
The separability condition is our key idea and it means that the language 
accepted from configuration e is the concatenation of two languages L(e') 
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and L(c"). Here L(c') is the set of all inputs which take M from c to some 
element of V(c), and L(c") is the language accepted from an arbitrary 
element of V(c). Thus, this condition plays a central role in the construction 
of an equivalent simple dpda from machine M at the case where M satisfies 
both the nonsingularity and the separability conditions. On the other hand, 
the nonsingularity condition plays a somewhat auxiliary role in the 
construction of a simple dpda equivalent o machine M. Further, this 
condition is necessary for the proof that machine M satisfies the separability 
condition at the case where L(M) is simple. 
The remaining crucial point in our arguments i to show that there exists 
an algorithm for deciding whether a machine M in R 0 satisfies both the 
nonsingularity and the separability conditions. To show this, we first 
estimate an upper bound of the constant I~ of the nonsingularity condition 
(Lemma 3.3), and show that the problem of deciding whether machine M 
satisfies the nonsingularity condition reduces to the equivalence problem for 
machines in R0, which is already known to be decidable (Theorem 3.2). 
Also, we estimate upper bounds of the constants /, l 3 of the separability 
condition (Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7) and show that it is decidable whether 
machine M satisfies the separability condition (Theorem 3.4). 
2. DEFINITIONS 
We use notations for dpda's similar to those in Valiant (1973). A dpda is 
a sextuple M = (Q, F, 2;, A, %, F), where (1) Q, F and 2; are respectively the 
finite sets of states, stack symbols and input symbols, (2) cs, the initial 
mode, is in Q x F, (3) A, the set of transition rules, is a finite subset of 
Q x FX  (2;U {e}) X Q x / ' * ,  and (4) F, the set of accepting modes, is a 
subset of Q x (F~) {e}). Here e'is the empty string. A transition (q, A, ~r, q', 
v) has mode (q,A) and input z~, and is written (q,A)-~(q',v). A mode 
(q, A) is called a reading mode, or else an ~ mode. The set A satisfies the 
following conditions: If (q, A) is a reading mode, there is no transition with 
mode (q,A) and input e, and for each a in 2; there is at most one transition 
with mode (q,A) and input a. Otherwise, there is a unique transition with 
mode (q, A) and input e. 
A configuration of M is a member e= (q, u) of Q x F*; the state o f t  is q, 
the stack is u and the height is [el = [u] (where [u[ is the length of u). If 
u = e, the mode of e is (q, e) and otherwise the mode of c is (q, A), where A 
is the rightmost (i.e., top) symbol of u. If (q,A)-~ ~ (q', v) is a transition of 
M, we write the computation from configuration (q, uA) as (q, uA)~ (q', uv). 
A computation eo--}~cl ... ~"c  n is a sequence of such computations 
ci ~i+1 ci + 1, and is written as c o ---}'~ cn , where a = ~r 1 .-. n n . 
An input string a is accepted from the configuration c if and only if for 
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some c' with mode belonging to F, there exists a computation c ~ c'. We 
denote the set of words accepted from c by L(c). Two configurations c I and 
c 2 are equivalent, ca =-c 2, if L(c l )= L(c2). The language accepted by M is 
the set of strings accepted from es, and is denoted by L(M). Two dpda's M 1 
and M2 are equivalent if L(M 0 = L(M2). 
Let D be the family of dpda's. A real-time dpda is a dpda with no c 
modes, and a stateless dpda is a dpda with just one state. Let R and S be the 
classes of real-time dpda's and stateless dpda's, respectively. For the class R 
and S, we respectively define the classes R o and S O by imposing the 
restriction that acceptance only occurs in empty stack configurations. We 
note that languages accepted by machines in S O are the simple languages 
defined by Korenjak and Hopcroft (1966). 
We define the notion of an accessible configuration. A configuration c' is 
accessible from c if e ~ c' for some input a. Especially, a configuration c' is 
said to be reachable if e' is accessible from the initial configuration c s. A 
configuration c is said to" be live if L(c) 4: O. Without loss of generality, we 
assume, for all dpda's, that any reachable configuration is live, hereafter (see 
Valiant, 1973; Oyamaguchi et al., 1980a). 
A computation c -~ c' is written as e T- p (a) c' for p ) 0 if throughout 
the computation the stack height is at least I c [ -p .  If p=O,  then the 
computation is written as c ~ (a) c', and is said to be a stacking computation. 
A computation c-~" c' is written as c ~ (a) c' if throughout the computation 
the stack height is at least I c' I and the heights of configurations other than c' 
are longer than I c' 1. Such a computation is said to be a popping computation, 
and if c = (q, wu) and c' = (q', w) for some states q, q' and stack strings w, u, 
then we say that input a pops the segment u in the computation, or the 
computation pops the segment u. 
3. SIMPLICITY CONDITIONS OF R o 
In this section, we give the two conditions which a machine M in R o 
satisfies if L(M) is simple. Further, we show that it is decidable whether M 
satisfies the two conditions. Henceforth we are dealing with a fixed real-time 
dpda M= (Q, F, 2;,A, es, F) with F c Q × {e}, which implies acceptance by 
final states and empty stack. Throughout this section, if L(M) is simple, then 
= (FI,2;,AI,W,, {e}) stands for a simple machine such that 
L(M)=L(M) .  Here FC3F 1--¢i. Note that the state set of 214 is omitted, 
since M has just one state. Without loss of generality, we assume that all 
reachable configurations are live and that if (q,A)-~ ~ (q ' ,w)~A or 
A ~"  w C A 1, then }w I ~< 2 (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1966). 
The following definitions are used for later arguments. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let k 0 be the smallest number with the followin~ 
property. For any q, q' E Q, A ~ F and w E F* with Iwl ~< 2, if configuratior 
(q', w) is accessible from configuration (q, A), then (q, A )~ (q', w) for som~ 
word awi th la [+ l~<k 0. 
This means that, if M in state q replaces A on the top of the stack by w 
and moves to state q' under some input word, then M can do so under an 
input of length at most k 0 - I .  We use heavily the fact that if (q', e) is 
accessible from (q, v), then (q, v )~"  (q', e) for some word a of length at 
most (k o -- 1) I v I" 
We may write ko, M instead of k o for emphasizing that it is the quantity for 
the machine M. Also we use ko, ~, as the quantity for the machine 214. 
DEFINITION 3.2. a E S* is said 
satisfies the condition that for any 
e ~ ~', (q, wA) ~ (az)(q', w), then ]a21 
to be minimal for a configuration e if a 
A ~/"  and q,q' ~ Q, if a=a la2a  3 and 
< ko. 
DEFINITION 3.3. a ~ X* is said to be a shortest string of a configuration 
e if a E L(e) and lal ~ la'l for any a' ~ L(e), and rain(c) is defined to be [a[. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let e = (p, w) and e' = (p', ww') be two 
configurations. If there exists a reachable configuration d= (q, wA) with 
mode (q,A) E Q × F such that for some inputs ]3 and if, (q ,A)~ ~ (p, e) and 
(q, A)--*~' (p', w'), then the pair {e, e'} is strongly reachable via d or strongly 
reachable. 
3.1. Nonsingularity Condition 
This section shows that if the language accepted by M in R 0 is simple, 
then M satisfies 
Nonsingularity condition. For any strongly reachable pair of 
configurations el = (P, w) and c2 = (p', ww'), el = e2 implies I w'] ~< l I for a 
fixed constant ll. 
Note. Our nonsingularity condition is a little different from the one given 
by Valiant (1973), in which "strongly reachable" is omitted. 
Valiant (1973) has proved that the language L = {anbenln ~ 1} U {a"de2"l 
n >~ 1 } is accepted by some machine in R 0 but by no machines in No, where 
N O is the class of dpda's satisfying Valiant's nonsingular condition. It can be 
also shown that no machines in R 0 accepting the language L satisfy our 
nonsingularity condition. The proof is similar to that of Valiant (1973), so 
omitted. 
Before demonstrating how we can determine the constant of the 
nonsingularity condition, we show existence of the constant. We represent 
the cardinality of a set X by #X. 
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PROPERTY 1. I f  the language accepted by a machine M in R o is simple, 
then M satisfies the nonsingularity condition. 
Proof. Since L(M)  is simple, there exists a machine M= 
(F~, S, A~, w~, {e}) in S O such that L(M)  = L(M). Let #F~ = l, then we show 
that for 
ll z- ]2(l+ko,~)ko,M 
machine M satisfies the nonsingularity condition. 
Consider the following computations, 
D O :csA  e= (q, wA), 
D, : c I q3) el = (p, w), 
D 2 :e T (y) c2 = (p', ww'), 
and suppose to the contrary that e l=c:  and lw'l > ll=ko,M120+k°~)k°,M. 
Further, let y be a shortest input such that e T (7)c2 • Consider the 
computations of 37t, 
Eo : w s ~ ff~ and E 2 " W--~ 1~2, 
which correspond to D O and D 2, respectively. Naturally c = v~ and cz ----- 1 '~2.  
Suppose that we have established r~T_ko,M(7)# 2 and ]Wzl--lr~] > 
2ko,~ko, M. Then, v~ and w2 have the same bottom z1 of length I#[ -  ko, M, if 
I w] >~ ko,M. Let ff be e if ] ~1 < ko, M. Thus, ~ = ziz7 and w2 = g7 for some t?, f 
in/~1, where ]vf ~< ko.M and [f] > 2ko,~ko, M. For the computation D 1, let fl' 
be minimal for c and c ~ (f l ')c 1. Then ]fl'l < ko,M by l c ] -  ]ell = 1. Consider 
the computation from ~ for the same input fl'. Thenfor  some string if' with 
0 < ]g'] < 2ko,M, we have w = uv __.6' gg, and e 1 -- zizT' since e = ~. Thus, 
z7/7' --- c a -- c 2 _= i~ 2 = zTt. For minimal input a '  for if' such that f '  --+~' e, the 
computations from z~g', and v~ z = gr lead to t7 and if/' for some /' E F +, 
respectively, because ]a'[ < k0 ,~ lg ' ]~ 2ko,~ko, M < ]T]. Hence zT-= ~P and 
{' :/= e, so rain(g) = rain(z1) + rain(F) and rain(?') 4= 0, since 2Q is a simple 
dpda. This is a contradiction. 
Thus, we need only to show r~ T-ko,~, (y)w2 and Iw2] -  t wl > 2ko,~ko,M. 
These proofs are given as follows. 
By the definition of ko, M, note that for any configuration e' through the 
computation D2: c T (7) e2, we have min(e) < min(e') + ko, M. That is, every 
configuration of height I cl - 1 accessible from c' via a popping computation 
is also accessible from e, and M can do the computation from c under some 
input of length at most ko -1 .  So, since c - ,9 ,  we know that for the 
corresponding configuration ~'  through E 2 to c' through D2, min(~)< 
min(rV) + ko, M. I f  r~ --- #'tY for some 6, then rain(#) = rain(#')  + rain(6), so 
643/47/1 2
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min(fi) < k,,,. Since n? is real-time accepting by empty stack, we have 
I al < ko,,. Thus for any intermediate configuration W’ through E,, j $5’1 > 
IWI -kow Hence w T- k,, (y) w*. 
It remains to show )&I - (WI > 2k,.,-k,.,. We first show that for any 
configuration e within E,, lel < I Gj21 + k,,, holds. Suppose to the contrary 
that lel > lWzl + k,,,. Then there exists a subcomputation e 1 (y’) e’ -+Y” g2 
of E, for some segments y’, y” of y and some strings e’ such that lel > 
I4 + kM and e = e’e” for some string e”. So min(e) > min(e’) + k,,,. But, 
for the corresponding subcomputation d-9’ d’ of D,, where d = e and 
d’ 3 e’, we have min(d) < min(d’) + k,,, by minimality of input y, a 
contradiction. Thus, / el < I WZl + k,,,. 
Since * T- k0 M (y) ti,, it follows that ( W( - k,,,, < / e( < 1 W,l + k,,,. Hence, 
the total number of pairwise inequivalent configurations which are reachable 
during the computation E, is at most 1 (lG~I-iGli2ko~~~). On the other hand, the 
total number of pairwise inequivalent configurations which are reachable 
during the computation D, is not less than lw’J/k,,,, since if d 1 (y’) d’ is a 
subcomputation of D, and Id’1 - IdI > k,,,M, then min(d) < min(d’). Here 
note that Jw’l= /c2/ - /ciJ. 
Since c G tt, and D, and E, are the respective computations from c and $ 
for the same input y, the total numbers of pairwise inequivalent 
configurations during D, and E, must be identical. Let the total number be 
n. Then / 
Thus, since / w’ ( > I, = k,,,12(’ ikoJJ;i)ko,M, we have 1 @,I - 181 > 2k,,wk,,,, as 
claimed. I 
Note. In Property 1, the hypothesis that L(M) is simple is inessential. 
This can be strengthened to the hypothesis that L(M) is accepted by some 
nonsingular dpda (i.e., dpda satisfying our nonsingularity condition). In this 
case, the proof is similar to that of Property 1 where the corresponding proof 
to aT_ w uses Lemma 3.7 in Oyamaugchi et al. (1980a). The details 
are left %z)reider. 
We showed that, if the language accepted by A4 in R, is simple, then M 
satisfies the nonsingularity condition. The constant given in proof of 
property 1 depends not only on the size of M but also on that of a simple 
machine M which is equivalent to M. Thus, if we want to estimate an upper 
bound of I, by using only Property 1, we need to find an equivalent simple 
machine ii?. But we are about to use the upper bound just for deciding 
whether such ii? exists or not. Thus we must estimate an upper bound of 1, 
depending only on M. For this purpose, we need some lemmas. Property 1 
and Lemma 3.1 are technical lemmas used in Lemma 3.2. By using 
Lemma 3.2, we establish Lemma 3.3, which gives an upper bound of 1,. 
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Lemma 3.1 is proved in Oyamaguchi et al. (1980a) and it says that there 
exists a constant q~ with the following properties: Suppose that e~ and e 2 are 
equivalent configurations of a real-time dpda accepting by empty stack, and 
that under a minimal input fl for c 1, the computation from e~ drops the stack 
by more than q~. Then, under the same input, the computation from e2 must 
drop the stack by at least one. 
LEMMA 3.1 (Oyamaguchi et al., 1980a). Let machine M CR o and 
~I E S o be equivalent. Then there exists a natural number q~ satisfying the 
condition (A): let cs~"c~ (fl)e' be a computation of M and let 
ws~ ~ w~ ~ w' be the computation of M for the same input. I f  fl is minimal 
for e and I c I - I c ' l>  qJ, then I wl > t w'l. Here e s and w s are the initial 
configurations of M and M, respectively. I 
We also need the following definitions to prove Lemma 3.2. 
DEFINITION 3.5. For each configuration e, let K(e) be a subset of Q such 
that q E K(e) iff (q, c) is accessible from e. 
We define a special type of stack segment. 
DEFINITION 3.6. The non-null segment v of a configuration e = (q, wvu) 
is said to be loss-less for c if K(q, u) = K(q, vu). 
If v is loss-less for c = (q, wvu), then K(q, u) = K(q, vnu) for any n. In fact, 
suppose K(q, u) = K(q, vn-lu), then p C K(q, v"u) 
iff 3pl(p C K(p l ,  v) and pl E K(q, vn-mu)), 
iff 3Pl(P E K(p l ,  v) and Pl E K(q, u)), 
iff p ~ K(q, vu). 
Thus, K(q, u) = K(q, vnu). By using this property, we can show the following 
statement: for any states pl,  PE C K(q, u), if an input a takes M from (p~, v) 
to (Pl,  e), then either there exists an input fl with Ifll ~< ]a] which takes M 
from (P2, v) to (p~, ~) for some state p~, or the language accepted by M is 
not simple. We prove a little stronger esult than this statement. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let the language accepted by M ER o be simple. For a 
reachable configuration Co = ( p, wA ) with p @ Q, w E F* and A E F, let 
(p, A ) - -~  c = (p, vA ) ~ c 1 = (q, vu), 
(p ,A)  Y,e Y2,cz=(r, vu ), 
be two computations from (p, A), where the segment v is loss-less for both c 1 
and c z. Assume that a state ql is in K(q ,u) - -K( r ,u) .  I f  an input a is 
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minimal for (q~,v) and if (q l ,v ) -~(q~,e) ,  then there exist a state 
rl E K(r, u) and an input fl such that (r l, v)--} ~ (r 2, e) and Ifll ~ lal • 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that for any state r~ C K(r, u) and any 
input fl, if ( r~,v )~( r2 ,e ) ,  then If l l>lal. Since q lEK(q ,u )  and 
r I E K(r, u), there exist some inputs ~ and ~' such that (q, u) -}~ (ql, t) and 
(r, u) --# (r~, e). Consider the following two computations 
c o : (p, wA)-g~ c' : (p, wv'A) ~" (q, wv"u) ~, d I : (ql, wv") 
and 
Co 't", c' y2 , (r, wv"u) ~ d2 = (rl, wv"). (3.1) 
Here we choose n 2lq~+(la[+l)(2(ko+2)lal lq~+I1),  where l=  
max{171~1, [72~'[}. 
Note that the definition of a implies d l= (q~, wv") ~ (a")(ql, w). Then we 
observe that if dE = (r 1, wv ~) ~ (ff)(r', w) then lYl-la"l  >n.  Because, if 
otherwise, since K(r, u)=K(r ,  viu), i~n ,  there must exist some state 
r o E K(r, u) and some input fl0 such that (r 0, v )~ ~° (r~, e) and I 01 ~ laP. But 
this is impossible from our assumption that for any state r~ E K(r, u) and 
any input fl, if (r 1, v) -~ (r2, e), then > I l. 
Now put m = 2lq~ and consider the following two computations: 
DI :  dl ~ d] = (ql, wl)n-m) ' 
D2 : d2 ~m, d~ = (r2, Wv"-m), 
for some state r 2 and some minimal input tim for d 2. Then, there exist 
equivalent configurations e and e', where e is an intermediate configuration 
of D 1 and e' is that of D 2. This can be proved as follows: Consider the 
corresponding computations of the equivalent simple machine ~t= 
(/'1, ~Y', 31, Ws, {e}) to M. Let w0 of M be equivalent to c o = (p, wA) of M. 
That is, ws-~Y° w0 and cs ~y0 Co for some input 70. Let the corresponding 
computations of M to (3, 1) be 
v~ o -~ v~- ~'~ ) v~t and v~ ° ~) ~ 72~' ~i~2. 
So, W1 ~ dl and W2 ~--- d2" Further, let the corresponding computations of ]~t 
to D~ and D 2 be 
E1 : ]~1 t~m) u1 and E 2 : l'~ 2 ~ /'~2' respectively. 
Then, from Lemma 3.1, through both computations E 1 and E 2 the stack 
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length strictly decreases after _M reads the initial segment of length q~ of a m 
and fin, respectively. Thus, the choice of m = 2l~ assures that both 
computations E 1 and E 2 share some intermediate configuration tT. Hence, 
there must exist some intermediate configurations e in D 1 and e' in D2, both 
of which are equivalent o ft. So, e and e' are equivalent. 
Let the remainder of the computation D 1 starting from e be e ~" '  d' 1 = 
(ql, wv"-m), where a'  is the corresponding remainder of am. Consider the 
following two computations 
e " ' ,  dl = (ql wvn-rn) an-,. , e0 = (q, W), 
¢ ! o~n m). e' _22+ el e~. 
We estimate the difference between let and l e' I. Since e and e' are in the 
computations D 1 and D2, respectively, we know that II e I - [e'll ~ laml  + I/?,n I
holds. By the minimality of/?,,, I/?,,I ~< (k 0 - 1)Iv[ m and by (q, v )~ = (ql, ~), 
Ivl ~< lal. Thus, I l e l -  le' I[ ~ kal m + (k 0 - 1)Ivl m ~< k 0 lal m. Hence we can 
roughly estimate the difference between IdOl and l elh as (k0 + 2) lal m, since 
la'1 ~<lal m. 
We show that if n - m is larger than (ja I + 1) ((k0 + 2)[a[ m + 11) then 
l e~,l - be01 > ll. Consider the worst case 141 - l e'~] = (k0 + 2) ]al m. We 
notice that the subcomputation e]---~°ln-m e'o pops at most v ~1~1/~1~1 + m(,-m) by 
our assumption that for any r o ~ K(r, u) and any fl0 E Z* (r 0, v) ~0 (r~, e) 
implies I/~01 > lal. Hence, since e] contains at least u n-m-(k°+2)l°LIm in the 
stack, e~ contains at least U n-m-(k°+2)l°dm-(Ic*l/(lal+l))(n-m). By n-m > 
(lal + 1) ((k o + 2) la l  m + I1), 
Ictl (n _ m) > ll. n-m-(ko+ 2) la lm l a l+  1 
Thus [e{~[ - I%1 > 11 holds. By e~ = e 0, this contradicts to the nonsingularity 
condition. II 
For a reachable configuration c, the computation c s ~Yc can be written as 
a sequence of the stacking subcomputations, c, = c0 ~ (Yl) el .." T (y.) c. = c, 
where  ~2=~1 "'" Yn, I c l - -n+ l, and Ice l - lc ,_ t l  = a for each i (1 <~i<.n). 
We ensure uniqueness of each c i by imposing that if ci_ 1 __,6 d T ~ ' )c i  for 
Yi =tiff' then d= c i or [dl < [c,[. Thus, for a reachable configuration c we can 
define a function which gives the mode of each c i occurring in the sequence 
of the stacking subcomputations. That is, let c = (q, BIB  2 ... B ,B ,+ 1), where 
q~Q and B iCF  ( l~<i~<n+l ) ,  then c i can be written as 
(qi+~,B~B2 ...BiAi+l) for some state qi+l and some stack symbol Ai+ 1 
which are uniquely determined by the computation e,--+Tc. So we define 
TOPc,~:F*-+ Q × F as TOPc,~(B1B 2 ... Bi )= (qi+l,Ai+l) for i=  1, 2 ..... n, 
otherwise undefined. We will use TOPe in place of TOPe, 7 for some input 7. 
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We are ready to give the constant l1 of the nonsingularity condition 
depending only on M. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let the language accepted by M be simple. Let l 1 = ko 13 2 2l°, 
where I 0 = max(#Q, #F, 2). Then, i ra pair of  configurations c = (p, w) and 
d = (p', ww') is strongly reachable and lw' ] > ll, then min(c) < min(c'). 
Proof Let w =B l ... BnBn+ 1 and let am~ . be a shortest input of c'. For 
convenience of description, we denote prefix B 1 ... B i _ IB  i of w by [i] 
(O<,i<~ n+ l), and the segment Bi . . .B j _ IB  J of w by [i,j] (l<~i<~j<<, 
n + 1). Here, [i, i] means B i. Also if c' ~ (ai) (qi, [i]) for some prefix a i of 
ami n, we denote qi by Min([i]). Suppose that the pair {c,c'} is strongly 
reachable via a configuration d and c s -~Y d. 
We now define the equivalence relation ,-~ on {[i] [0 ~< i ~< n} as follows: 
[i] ~ [i] and for ire j 
[i] ~ [j] iff TOPe([i]) = TOPe([j]), 
Min([ i])=Min([j]) ,  and either [ i+ l , j ]  or 
[j  + 1, i] is loss-less for both c and e'. 
We can easily show that the number of the different equivalence classes is 
at most l 3 22t°(= l~/ko). If [i] ,-, [j] and i<  j, then the segment [i + 1, j] is 
called a block. Two blocks [i + 1, j] and [k + 1, l] are said to be disjoint if 
j < k (or l<  i) and [i] ~ [k]. Then the segment w= [1, n + 1] includes at 
most l l /k o pairwise disjoint blocks. Hence, we can choose pairwise disjoint 
blocks of w such that the number of symbols of w not being in any of these 
blocks is not greater than l l /k o. Let such bocks of w be [ i l , j l  ], [i2,J2 ] ..... 
and [im,Jm ], where i k~ Jk  ~ ik+ 1 - -1  for each k (1 ~k<~m).  Let Yk be the 
substring of the shortest input ami n of c' which pops the block [ik,Jk ] 
(1 ~< k ~< m). We shall show by induction that by Lemma 3.2 we can choose 
an input fl accepted from configuration c such that, if a substring flk of f 
pops [ik,Jk ], then Ilk[ ~< 17kl. 
For the computation c ~ (~k)Ck = (qk, i lk -  1]), assume that for respective 
substring flit of ~k popping [i 1, Jr], [ftl ~ ]Tt[ holds, where l/> k. If there exists 
a computation c k,L (~) (MIN[jk_I], [Jk-1])for some input ~,  then it is 
clear that we can choose an input f satisfying the required property, that is, 
we can choose f as ~k~, followed by the suffix aj,_ of ami n such that ami n : 
! l • , ajk_a)k_~ and c ~ (ajk_~) (Mln([Jk_l]), [Jk-1])" Otherwise, by the choice of 
block ilk_ 1, Jk-~], Lemma 3.2 ensures that we can choose an input ~ such 
that Ck~ (~)Ck_ l : (qk_  1, i lk_ 1 -- 1]) holds for some state qk-I and the 
substring of ~ popping [i k_ ~, Jk- 1] is bounded by [7k- ~l in length. In either 
case we can choose f satisfying the required property. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that in the computation c k ~ ((~) 
ck- 1, ~ is minimal for c k. Hence, at most l~/k o stack symbols of w not being 
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in the blocks are popped by the substrings of fl and the sum of lengths of 
these substrings is at most (ko - 1) l~/ko. It then follows that 
Ifll < min(qn+i, w) + l 1, where c' ~. (an+0(q,+ l, w) 
for some prefix a,+~ of ami ~. Since Iw'l > l 1, lan+ll > l I holds. Therefore, 
Ifll < lami, I holds, that is min(c) < min(c'). | 
By Lemma 3.3, we obtain a more rigorous version of the nonsingularity 
condition. 
Nonsingularity condition. For any strongly reachable pair of 
configurations c = (p, w) and c' = (p', ww'), c -  e' implies I w't ~< I1 = 
k 0 l ] 2 2t°, where l0 = max(#Q, #F, 2). 
Henceforth we refer to the above version as the nonsingularity condition. 
Thus we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  the language accepted by a machine M in R o is simple, 
then M satisfies the nonsingularity condition. | 
Next, we shall give an algorithm for deciding whether an arbitrary 
machine M in R 0 satisfies the nonsingularity condition. We first introduce a
function E such that for each reachable configuration c, E(c) represents the 
set of pairs of configurations which are equivalent and strongly reachable via 
c. Formally, 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let E: Q x F* --* 2 Qxl~lxQxr* be the function such that 
for a l luE / - * ,AEFandqEQ,  
E(q, uA) = {(p, e, p', v)l(q,A) --z-, (p, e), (q,A) ~ (p', v) 
and (p, u) =- (p', uv) for some inputs a and fl}. 
We now state an important lemma which gives us a key idea to obtain the 
main result. It means that for any reachable configuration c, there exists a 
configuration d such that E(e)=E(d) and the height of d is bounded by 
some constant. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let a configuration (p, wA), A CF, be reachable. Let 
( p, A) ~Y ( p, uA ) for an input ~ and let ( p, A) ~Y' (q, v B ), B ~ F, for another 
input y'. Put e = (p, wA) and c' = (p, wuA). Then E(c)= E(c') implies (i) 
for two accessible configurations (ql, t) and (q2, t') from (q, B), (qx, wvt) =-- 
(q2, wvt') ~ (ql, wuvt) =- (q2, wuvt'), and (ii) E(q, wvB) = E(q, wuvB). 
Proof of (i). (3):  Let dl = (ql, wuvt) and d 2 = (q2, wuvt'). Suppose that 
input a is accepted from d~. Let a' be a shortest prefix of a such that under 
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input a', either the subcomputation from d~ pops the top segment vt, or the 
subcomputation from d2 pops the top segment vt'. For such a', let 
dl ~ '  (r, wut 0 and d2 -4~' (r', wut2), where t~ = e or t2 = e. If under such a' 
one of the subcomputations is undefined, then one of two computations 
(ql, wvt) -~'  (r, wt~) and (q2, wvt')o~' (r', wt2) must be undefined. This 
contradicts that (q~, wvt)~ (q~, wvt') and each reachable configuration is 
live. Thus, such a' exists. By (q~, wvt)=- - (qz, wvt'), we know (r, Wtl) = 
(r', wt2). Hence, quadruple (r, tl, r', t2) or (r', t 2, r, tl) is in the set E(c), and 
also in the set E(c') by E(c)=E(c').  Thus (r, WUtl)=-- - (r', wut2) by the 
definition of E. It follows that a C L(d2). We conclude that L(d 0 c_ L(d2). 
By the similar argument L(d~)~ L(d2). 
(<=): This proof is similar to that of (~). 
Proof of (ii). Statement (ii) is an immediate consequence of (i). II 
Using the above lemma, we can show that it is decidable whether any 
machine M in R 0 satisfies the nonsingularity condition. For this purpose, we 
need a technical emma. The following lemma tells us that for the test 
whether a machine M~R 0 satisfies the nonsingularity condition, it is 
sufficient o examine only strongly reachable pairs of configurations with the 
heights less than a constant l 2. 
LEMMA 3.5. For a machine M in R o, the nonsingularity condition holds 
if for any strongly reachable pair of configurations c = (p, w) and c '= 
/101 +3 Ct (p ' ,ww')with lwl<.12=122 ,c~ implieslw'[<l ~. 
Proof Suppose to the contrary that there exists a strongly reachable pair 
of configurations c= (p, w) and c' = (p', ww') such that c -  e', Iwl > 12 and 
I w'l> 11. Here, we assume that c is a minimal height configuration in the 
sense that there exist no strongly reachable pairs of configurations d and d' 
such that d=d' ,  [d[ < [el and Id ' [ - Id [  > l~. For any proper prefix u of w 
(that is, w= uu' for some u' ~ F+), let TOPc(u ) be (q ,A)~ Q × F. Then for 
any quadruple (q~, t, qz, t') in the set E(q, uA), the choice of c and e' assures 
that maxQt I, It'l)<~ll. Hence, by the choice of 12 and ]w] > 12, there exist 
two prefixes u and uv of w such that v4:e, TOPc(u)=TOP~(uv)= (q,A) 
and E(q, uA) = E(q, uvA) for some state q and stack symbol A. Let w = uvx. 
Then (p, ux) - (p', uxw'), because c~ c' and (i) of Lernma 3.4. It is obvious 
that the pair {(p, ux), (p', uxw')} is strongly reachable. This contradicts to 
the minimality of height of c. II 
From the above lemma, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. There is an algorithm for deciding whether any machine 
M in R o satisfies the nonsingularity condition. 
Proof By Lemma 3.5, we know that M satisfies the nonsingularity 
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condition if and only if for any strongly reachable pair of configurations 
c=(p ,w)  and c '=(p ' ,ww' )  with Iwl<~lz, c=-c ' implies Iw'l<~ll. It is 
obvious that, for the configurations e and c', c-= c' implies I w'l < k012, 
because rain(c)< kol 2. Hence, it suffices to examine whether any strongly 
reachable pair of configurations c= (p, w) and e'=-(p, ww') such that 
!w[<~l z and l 1 < I w'[ < kol 2 are equivalent. Since the equivalence is 
decidable for machines in R 0 (Oyamaguchi et al., 1980a), we can examine 
it. | 
3.2. Separability Condition 
We now consider a special type of stack string which goes into central 
proof. 
DEFINITION 3.8. Let c= (p, towlt2) be a reachable configuration. Here 
assume that tz4:e and wx =uvwuv for stack strings u,v, w such that 
lul -- Ivl = kol~ + ko. Then, the segment Wl of c is called latently separable if 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) TOPc(to)= TOPc(toUVW ), 
(ii) for mode (q, A) -- TOPe(t0), E(q, toA ) = E(q, touvwA ), 
(iii) K(p, t2) = g(p,  wuvt2). 
Here K is the function defined in Definition 3.5. 
The next lemma ensures that if the language accepted by M is simple, then 
for each reachable configuration c and its latently separable segment w 1 there 
exists a set V(c) of configurations with following three properties: 
(i) The configurations in V(c) are pairwise equivalent, 
(ii) the difference between the longest and the shortest heights of the 
configurations in V(c) is bounded by a constant, 
(iii) for any computation D from c if the segment w 1 of c is popped, 
then some intermediate configuration i  D is in V(c). 
We have referred to the above condition as the separability condition in 
Section 1. However, we shall later introduce a more formal condition to 
which we shall refer as the separability condition. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let the language accepted by M be simple. For a reachable 
configuration c - - (p ,  towlt2) of M, assume that w~=uvwuv is latently 
separable. Let c '= (q', toUVWU ) be accessible from c. On the way of the 
computation c' --- (q', toUVWU ) ~ (a') c" = (q", toU ) under a minimal input a' 
for c', there exists a configuration d= (r, toUX') satisfying the following 
condition: 
For any state p 'EK(p ,  tz) and any input f lEX* ,  if (p',toWl) ~ 
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(fl)(P", to), then in the computation there exists a configuration d' = (r', t o w') 
such that d = - d', [ Id] -  Id'll <~ kol , and [w' I < [w,]. 
Proof Since L(M)  is simple, there exists a machine 3,St= 
(l '~,Z, A l ,ws ,{c})  in S o such that L(M)=L(~Q) .  By (i) of the latent 
separability conditions, it is obvious that for any n ~ 0, configuration c(n) = 
( p, tou(vwu )" vt2) is reachable. 
Assume that n > 2ko,:~, where ko,,~ is the constant in Definition 3.1, and 
assume that e~-~ c(n) and w~ ~ ~. So, c(n) - ff~. For a shortest input 70 of 
c(n) and v~, we consider the accepting computations: 
c(n) "tO,(po, e), for some p0~F and ~ ~o,e. 
Then, since Y0 is shortest, there exists a prefix ~ of 70 with J~l ~ ko Jut2] + k0,~t 
by which at least topmost occurrence of string v is popped and for some 
prefix 37 of v~ ~ _~t y. 
Let e(n) ~t  e = (P l ,  toU(VWU) n - ix )  for some i and x ~ F*, and let 37-- t2A 
for some ff E/ff~ and X E F 1 . Then, by the choice of n, n - i > k 0,~ holds. 
Further, we consider the subcomputation from flit which decreases the stack 
hight by one. The corresponding subcomputation from e can not pop the top 
segment (vwu) ~-i-1 x, because n - i - -  1/> k0, ~. Let 
~X ~ (~') ff and e ~ eo = (r, t o u(vwu) m xo) 
for some m > O, input ( ' ,  state r and stack string x 0. Here, Xo=X~X 2 for 
some proper prefix x~ of vwu and some string x 2 with length at most ko - 1, 
because Yo is shortest. Thus, 
c(n) ~ e- c ,  eo = (r, toU(VWU) m Xo), 
so e 0 ----- ~. 
We have d = (r, toUXo) by removing (vwu) m in eo. Then we shall show that 
this configuration d satisfies the conditions of the lemma. 
We first show that .  there exists such an accessible configuration 
c' = (q', toUVWU ) from c that d is a configuration on the way o fc '  ~ (a ' )c"  = 
(q",to u) for some minimal input a'.  Since e 0 is accessible from c(n), 
e o is also accessible from e~= (r l , tou(vwu) re+l) for some r 1 E 
K(p , (vwu)n-m- lv t2 )=K(p ,v (wuv)n -m- l t2 ) .  SO, by (iii) of the latent 
separability conditions, we obtain r 1 ~ K(p,  vt2). Hence, by q' = r 1, we know 
that c' ---- (r~, toUVWU ) satisfies the above claim. 
We next show that for any computation from c(n), the following 
statements hold: 
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(i) If c(n) ~ (y) e" and I%1-  [ e" ] > 11, then v~ ~ (7') a for some proper 
prefix 7' of y. 
(ii) If c(n) -~Ye" and vF ~ (7) if, then le" l -  jeo[ ~< koll. 
Here note that ff is a prefix of v9, since y = ff.,T is a prefix of ~. Also note 
that c(n) =-- ff~ and e 0 -- ft. 
Proof of (i). Suppose to the contrary that vF -~e fig for some t5 ~ F*. Since 
e o - ff and e" - fig, min(e0) ~ min(e"). However, leol- Ie"1 > ll and the pair 
{e o, e"} is strongly reachable, so that min(e") < min(e0) by Lemma 3.3. This 
is a contradiction. 
Proof of (ii). Suppose to the contrary that [e" l - le0 l  > koIl. By the 
argument of (i), the height of any configuration on the way of c(n)--*'/e" is at 
least leo j - l l .  Let 7' be minimal for e0 and let eo~( / )e  1, where 
l eo l - le i ]= l l .  For the same input Y', let e"~ 'e2 .  Then we get 
lea l - le l l  > 11 since 17 ' l~(ko-1) l  I and le"l- leol > kolt, and we have 
e~e 2 by eo~tT----e". It is obvious that the pair {el,e2} is strongly 
reachable. Thus e~ and e 2 do not satisfy the nonsingularity condition, a 
contradiction. II 
Let y = t o u(vwu) m- ~ vw = to(uvw) m. By w~ = uvwuv, we get 
toU(VWU) ~ vt 2 = ywly'  for some y' and tou(vwu)mxo = yux o, so that e o = 
(r, yUXo). Remembering that Ix0[ < Ivwul + k o and lu[ =Iv]  =k0l l  + ko, 
from (i) and (ii) we can obtain the following: For any p 'E  K(p, y') and 
input fl, if (p', ywl)~ (/3) (p", y), then in the computation there exists a 
configuration e' = (r', yw') such that e' ---- e0 and II e' I - I e0[[ ~< k0l~. 
Using the latent separability of w~, we can obtain the desirable 
configuration d' from e such that d '= d. In fact, we know that by (ii) of 
the latent separability conditions of w~ and Lemma 3.4, e'= (r',yw') ~- 
eo = (r, yUXo) implies (r', toUVWW' ) - (r, toUVWUXo), so (r', toW' ) =- (r, toUXo). 
Put d'=(r',toW'), then d'=--(r, toUXo)=d. Since ]le'l-leotl<~koll, 
IId'l - td[l <. kol ~. Also, [[w'[ - lttXo[l ~ koll, so that [UXo[ + kol~ ) tw' I. 
Since [v[=kol l+ko and IXol<lvwul+ko, we get Iw l l=luvwuI+tv l> 
[uxol- ko + [vl = lUXol + koll. Thus, we have lw~l > Iw'l. Further, by (iii) of 
the latent separability conditions of w~ and y'=wu(vwu)n-m-zvt2, 
K(p, y') = K(p, wuvtz) = K(p, tz). Hence, for any p' ~ K(p, y') = K(p, t2), 
such d' is a configuration within (p', tow~) ~ (J3)(p", to). Thus this lemma is 
proved. II 
The following lemma says that if any top segment of a configuration is 
longer than some constant, it has a latently separable stack string. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let the language accepted by M be simple. Put 13 = 
2(koll + ko) (12 + 1) 2tol~ k°h+k°)+2. For any reachable configuration 
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e = (q, xx ' ) , / f l x ' l  > 13, there exists a latently separable segment w~ ofe such 
that x' = t ow] t2 and t z :/: e. Here x, x', t o, Wl, t2 are stack strings. 
Proof Let string x' = ul u2 .'. u mur n+ 1, where m = 13/2(k o l l+ ko) and 
[u f [=2(ko l l+ko)  for each i ( l~<i~<m). For each i ( l~<i<~m), let 
v~ = xul u 2 ... u s and let y~ = u~u~+ ~... urn+ ~. We also define an equivalence 
relation ~ on a set {(i, ui) } 1 <<.i~ m} as follows: 
(i, ui).,~(j, uj) iff (1) TOPc(v~_~)=TOP~(vi_~), 
(2) K(q, Yi+ 1) = K(q, yj+ 1), 
(3) u~ = uj. 
It is obvious that there exists an equivalence class whose cardinality is at 
least 12 + 1. Since 12 is l0 z2t~ 1+3, there exist indices i and j (i < j )  such that 
(i, us).-~(j, us) and E(p ,v~_~A)=E(p ,v~_~A)  for mode (p ,A)= 
TOPc(vi_ l )=TOP~(vj_x) .  Choose u and v such that u i=u j=uv and 
luj = Ivl. Then, for string w = ui+~ui+ 2... uj_a, the segment uiwuj= uvwuv 
of c is latently separable. II 
From Lemma 3.6 we shall give a condition for a machine M in R 0 to 
satisfy if L(M)  is simple. For this purpose, we first define a function U: 
Q × F + X F +~ 2 °xr+ as follows. For any stack strings Wl, t2 ~ F + and any 
state p ~ Q, U(p, wl, t2) is a set of configurations each of which is accessible 
from (p, w I t2) and has non-zero height less than I wl [, that is, U(p, w~, tl) = 
{(q, t) l (p ,  w l t2 )~ ~ (q, t) and 0 < [tl < Iw, I for some input a}. 
Then, with respect to a fixed stack string to, we define the equivalence 
relation ~to on a set U(p, w t, t2) such that (q, t) ~t0 (q', t') iff (q, tot ) ==- 
(q', tot') for any configurations (q,t), (q', t') ~ U(p, wl, t2). Let the 
equivalence classes generated by the relation ,-% be Ux, U2 ..... Urn. We define 
the class cC each element of which is a subset of some U~ as follows: 
V E~ iff (i) V~_U s forsomei ( l~<i~<m),and  
(ii) the difference between the longest and the 
shortest heights of configurations in V is bounded by 
2(k01] + ko). 
The class c~ is denoted by C~(p, to , w~, t2). 
We are now to describe the following condition: 
Separability condition. For any reachable configuration c = (p, to wlt2 ) 
and the latently separable segment w I of c with [wit21 ~< 13 q- l, there exists a 
set V in C~(p, to, wl, t2) such that 
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for any state q EK(p,  t2) and any input aC22", if 
(q, w l )~ (q', e), then (q, wl )~ "' (r, w') and (r, w')E Vfor 
some proper prefix a' of a. 
We give a main theorem of this section. 
(*) 
THEOREM 3.3. I f  the language accepted by a machine M E R o is simple, 
then M satisfies both the nonsingularity and the seprability conditions. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.6. I 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that a machine M E R o satisfies the 
nonsingularity condition. Then there exists an algorithm for deciding whether 
M satisfies the separability condition. 
Proof. Since machine M satisfies the nonsingularity condition, by the 
proof of Lemma 3.5, we know that if, for any reachable configuration 
c = (p, towlt2) and its latently separable segment wl of c such that Itol ~ 12 
and Iwlt21 ~< I3 + 1, there exists a set V in T(p ,  to, wl, t2) satisfying (*) of 
the separability condition, then M satisfies the separability condition. This 
ensures that the total number of configurations to be tested is bounded. 
For each configuration c = (p, towlt2) to be tested, it is obvious that the 
set U = U(p, w~, t2) is constructible, because (q, t) E U iff (p', w~) ~ (q, t) 
and 0 < I tl < I wa] for some state p' E K(p, t2) and some input a, where the 
height of any intermediate configuration in (p', w~)~  (q, t) is Iess than 
I w~l + k0. By the same argument, we can assume, without loss of generality, 
that the length of input a in (*) of the separability condition is bounded. 
Further, it is clear that the cardinality of the class ~ = ~(p,  to, w~, t2) is 
finite and c~ is constructible, because the equivalence is decidable for 
machines in R 0. It then follows that it is decidable whether or not there 
exists a set V in ~ such that (*) of the separability condition holds. I 
By Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.4, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. There is an algorithm for deciding whether any machine 
M in R o satisfies both the nonsingularity and the separability conditions. I 
4. CONTAINMENT PROBLEM (dpda IN Ro, So) 
In the previous sections we have shown that (i) if a machine M in R o 
accepts a simple language, then M satisfies both the nonsingularity and the 
separability conditions and (ii) it is decidable whether M satisfies the two 
conditions. Here we show that the converse of (i) is also true. This completes 
our proof for the decidability of simplicity test for a machine in R o. 
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In this section, we are dealing with a fixed real-time dpda M= 
(Q, F, S, zJ, c~, F) in R o. The following lemma is a little stronger esult than 
Lemma 3.4 and is a technical lemma used in Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let c= (q, wA) and c '= (q, w'A) be reachable, where 
q ~ Q, A ~ F and w, w' @ 1"*. Let (q, A) --+7 (q,, uB), B ~ 1-, for an input ~. 
Then E(c)= E(c') implies 
(i) for  two accessible configurations (ql, t) and (q2, t') from (q', B), 
(ql, wut) =- (q2, wut') ~:> (ql, w'ut) =- (q2, w'ut'), 
(ii) E(q', wuB) = E(q', w'uB), 
where the function E is defined in Definition 3.7. 
The proof is similar to that for Lemma 3.4, so it is omitted. | 
Assume that M E R 0 satisfies both the nonsingularity and the separability 
conditions. We first construct an equivalent machine M" ~ R o such that for 
each reachable configuration c of M, the value E(c) defined by the function 
E is encoded into the top symbol of the corresponding configuration of M". 
Let c=(p ,  B IB2. . .Bn)  be a reachable configuration of M and let 
F i=[TOPc(B~. . .B i _x ) ,B~]EQ×F 2. We define the mapping h*: 
(Q × Fz) * --* (Q x/ '2) * as follows. 
h*(F,F 2 . . . Fn)=h(h* (F ,F  2. . .Fn_ l ) fn )  if n~> 1 
= e otherwise 
where 
h(Fi l  . . .  Fit ) = F i  . . .  Fi, Fi, 
if for some k ( l~<k~l - l ) ,  qEQ and B,B',  
B" E F, F~. ,+,, = (q, B, B'), Fi~ = (q, B, B") and 
E(q, Bi, ... BikB ) = E(q, Bil ... Bi(t_, B ) 
= Fi, ... Fi~ otherwise, 
where Ftm = [TOPe(B, -.. Bi~m_,),Btm ], I ~ m ~ l. Here, note that the 
definition implies if h*(F 1 ... Fn) = Fi, ... Fi~ then Fi, = F n. 
By using the mapping h*, from each reachable configuration c, we can 
obtain a smallest possible configuration c' such that E(c) = E(c'). That is, 
LEMMA 4.2. Let c = (p ,B  1 ... B,) and let F i = [TOPc(B, ... Bi_l),Bi] 
for each i ( l~<i~n) .  Then h*(F~. . .Fn)=Fi  ...Ftm implies that 
E(c) = E(c') for c' = (p, Bi ... B 0 .  
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Proof Since mode (p, B,) of c is accessible from (q, A )= 
TOPc(B 1 ... B,_~), E(q, B1 ... B,_ IA)  = E(q, Bi, ... Bi~,o IA) implies 
E(p, B1 ... B ,_~B,)= E(p ,B  h ... Bi(m_,B,) by (ii) o f  Lemma4.1, Here 
B, = Bim since F ,  =Fire. Thus we need only to prove that h*(F~ ... F,) 
F;~ ... F;~ implies E(q,B~ ... B , _~A)=E(q ,B  h.. .  B~_I~A) for (q,A)= 
TOPc(B 1 . . .  Bn- l ) .  
We prove this by induction. 
Let h*(F~ ... Fj) = F h ... F~. Assume that E(q, B 1 . . .  B j _ IA  ) -~- 
E(q, B h ... B,,,_,A) for (q,A) = TOP~(B 1 . . .  Bj_ I ) .  Let 
h*(F~ ... FjFj+ ~) = h(F,~ ... F,,Fj+I) 
= Fil "'" FikFj+ 1 for some k, k ~< l
(by the definition of h). 
By the definition of TOP~, for (q,A)-~TOP~(BI ... Bj_~), and (q',A') = 
TOP~(B 1 ...Bj), we get a computation (q,A)~'~(q',BjA'). By (ii) of 
Lemma4.1 and the induction hypothesis, we have E(q',B1 . . .BjA~)= 
E(q',Bi...Bi(r_tB./4'). Here, since Fj=Fit, we get Bj=Bi f  Since 
h(Fit... Fi Fj+ l)=Fh...  Fi Fj+ 1, by the definition of h, E(q',Bil... BitA') = 
E(q', Bq ... B~kA' ). Thus, E(q', B 1 .. .  BjA') = E(q', Bit. . .  BgkA' ). II 
We are now ready to give our construction of the desired machine M" 
which is equivalent o M. For M = (Q, F, 2;, A, c,, F) in R 0, let M" = 
(Q, F, S, A-, Cs, F) be as follows: 
12 
/=crx  U (Qxr~) *, 
k--1 
~, = (qo, [Ao, (qo,Ao,Ao)]) ,  
where e~ = (qo, A o), and zl is defined as below: For any B. ,  B~,, B.+~ E F, 
q, q' E Q, D, = F~I ... F~, 6 U~,~ (Q x/~2)k and F,,-- [p, A, B,] E Q x r 2, if 
(q, B.) --~ (q', w) E A, then (q, [B., D~]) --,~ (q', #) E zT. 
Here 
w= ~ if w = e, 
! t = [B,,D,] if w=B', ,  
¢ I t 
= [nn ,On] [nn+l ,On+l ]  i f  w-- -B .B .+ I ,  
where D', =Fit ... Fi~ tF', F' =- [p,A,B']  and D,+ 1 ( - )  
Bn+I ,Bn+I ] ) .  
We call M" the augmented machine, hereafter. 
The following lemma relates configurations of the augmented machine M" 
to those of M. 
= h(z) ' . [q ' ,  
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LEMMA 4.3. Assume that M ~ R o satisfies the nonsingularity condition 
and that cs~c '=(q ' ,B iB2 . . .Bn)  for B iEF  (l~<i~<n), aEX*  and 
q' E Q. Then the augmented machine M" has the corresponding computation 
es ~, ,  (q', IBm, D~ ] [B2, Dz] ".. [Bn, Dn]), where for each i (1 ~< i ~< n) D i = 
h*(F~F2... Fi) E U tk2=~ (a  × F2) k and F, = [TOPc(B xB2 ... B~_ 1), B,]. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the length of a. It is obvious 
case of a=e.  Assume a=a~a, with a~X and alEX* .  Let cs~c= 
(q,B 1 ... B,), and assume that c~, , (q ,  [B1,D~] ... [B,,D,]), where D ,= 
h*(F I . . . F . )=Fq. . .F t¢  and F i=F i  =[p,A,B~] for some A EF  and 
p~O.  
We need to check three cases: (i) (q,B,)~a(q' ,B'Bn+OEA, (ii) 
(q, Bn ) .__~a (qt, Bin) ~ A and (iii) (q, B,) ~ (q', e) E A. 
..__}a If (q,B, )~a(q' ,B 'B,+I)EA,  we have c~c=(q ,B  1. . -B.)  M 
' -- [TOP~,(B~ ".. B,_O,B" ] and (q', B~ ... B,_IB',B~+I) = c'. Then, put F,  
F,+~ = [TOPc,(B ~ ... B,_IB'~),B~+~ ] = [q',B,+~,Bn+l]. By the definition 
of M", (q, Bn)~(q ' ,B 'B ,+OEA implies (q, [B, ,D,] ) -~(q ', [B',D'] 
[B,+I,D,+~])~A, where O'=F i  ...Fi,~_~F" and D,+~=h(D'F~+I). 
Thus, we have c-~ ~, ,  (q, [B 1, DI] ... lB,, D~]) ~a (q,, [B1, Da] ... 
[B._ 1, D ._  ~1 [B'~, D" l [B. + ~, D .  + ~ ]). Furthermore, by the definition of h*, 
we have h*(F~ ... F,_IF'n)= D" and h*(F 1 ... Fn_aF'nFn+ l)= Dn+ l, and by 
the arguments in Lemma 3.5, D~+ 1 E {,)~L~ (Q × F2) k. 
For the other cases (ii) and (iii), the proof is similar to the above. 
Thus we have proved the lemma. I 
We will use the augmented machine M" instead of a machine M C R 0 to 
show that if M satisfies both the nonsingularity and the separability 
conditions, then we can effectively construct a simple machine M such that 
L(M) = L(M). 
We define a function f from the set of configurations of M" to that of M 
by: 
f ( ? )=c  iff c -~, ,  ~ and c s - -~c  for someaEX* .  
The domain of the function f can naturally be extended to the power set 
2 °×~*. We also introduce a function g: f'*--* F* defined by: 
g(t-)=B1...B n for [=[B1,D,] . . .  [Bn,Dn]ET*, 
i.e., g(t-) is the first component of a stack string [ E F*. Note that f(q, t-) = 
(q, g(t-)) for (q, t-) ~ Q × F*. 
For M satisfying both the nonsingularity and the separability conditions, 
we can construct the table T whose entry is a triple (e, Wl, If) such that 
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(i) e is a reachable configuration and e = (p, towlt2) for some statep 
and some stack strings to, t2, where It01 ~< 12 and IWlt21 ~ I3 + 1, 
(ii) Wl is a latently separable segment of c, and 
(iii) V is an element of ~(p,  to, W~,t2) satisfying (*) of the 
separability condition. 
Also we can construct he table T such that, for any configuration g of 
M", any wl G ff~* and any set V of configurations of M", (g, Wl, V) is an 
entry of T i f f  (f(g), g(~l),f(17)) is an entry of T. Note that the size of the 
table T is bounded. 
We are ready to prove the main theorem in this section. 
THEOREM 4.1. I f  a machine M ER o satisfies both the nonsingularity 
and the separability conditions, then L(M) is simple. 
Proof. For ME R 0, we consider the augmented machine M"~ R o. We 
first show that any configuration 6 of M" with length I gl > 13 + 1 can be 
separated into two configurations Cl and c2 such that L(g) = L(g2)  • L (g l ) .  
Let ?= (p, ff,4ff') be a reachable configuration of M", where Iff'l = l 3 + 1, 
~,ff'@ff-*, AEF and pCQ.  Let f f=[BI ,D1] - . .  [Bn,Dn] and let A= 
[B,+I,Dn+I], where Bj@F and DsE (Q ×F2) * for eachj  (1 <~j<<,n + 1). 
Then by Lemma4.3, we get Dn+ 1 =h*(F  1 . . .F,+I) ,  where F j=  
[TOPytc-)(BI...Bj_~),Bj] for each j ( l~<j~<n+l ) .  So let D,+I- -  
Fil  . . .  Fi(t_l)Fit. 
We can choose an intermediate configuration of height n + 1 of the 
computation from cs to g as follows. For ( r ,B)= TOPfto(B 1 ... B~) let 
= F t F~+ 1 (r, B, B) and D'+I = h*(Fil ... i,_,Fn+l)" Then, by the definition of 
F ' h*, D~+ 1 =Fi l  ... i,_l)F,+l and by the definition of M", configuration c0 = 
(r, if[B, D~+~]) is reachable and C o ~ (?)g for some input y. Thus, we choose 
c0. Let 
d o = (r, [B,1, ,11"'" [B,, ,, Di,_, ] [B, D~,+~I), 
where D; = F i ... F r for each j (1 ~ j < l). Then, by Lemma 4.2 E(f(go) ) = 
_ j 1 J • 
E(f(do) ). Further, for input y, 
Co T (~) g and d0 W (~) d, (4.1) 
where d= (p, [B h, Dil ] ... [Biz, Di~] if'). 
We can get an entry of the table T whose first component is d, since M 
satisfies the separability condition, and since l 3 + 1 < ]f(d)l ~ 12 + la + 1. 
Further, by Ig'l=13 + 1, zT' contains such a segment Wl that g (~)  is a 
latently separable segment of f (d)  and for some set V, (f(d), g(~l),f(V)) is 
an entry of the table T. Let if'=/71,~ 1 [2 for some strings g, t2. Then, aT= 
643/47/1-3 
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(p , [~o, l~ l [2 ) ,  where Fo=[Bil,Di, ] . . .  [Bi~,Dj6. Let i0=~,46. Then ~= 
(p,/oV91/2). Hence, (4.1) can be written as 
C0 T (~1) e= (P' /0I~IG) ' 
do m (~) d= (P,[~off~l[2) , 
where E(f(go) = E(f(do)) and g(wl) is a latently separable segment off(d). 
Then we show that Wl = g(w~) is a latently separable segment off(g). It is 
obvious that w~ satisfies (i) and (iii) of the latent separability conditions. To 
show (ii) of the conditions remains. Since w~ is a latently separable segment 
of f(d), for mode (r, C) = TOPi~a)(t;) E(r, t'o C) =E(r, t'ouvwC), where 
g(['o) = t'o and w~ = uvwuv. By (ii) of Lemma4.1, E(f(go))=E(f(do)) 
implies that E(r, t'o C) = E(r, toC ) and E(r, t'ouvwC)= E(r, touvwC ), where 
to = g([0). Thus, E(r, to C) = E(r, t o uvwC). Further, TOPi~c-3(t0) = 
TOPI(g)(t~) = (r, C), since for some input y', f(c0) T (y')(r, toC) and f(d0) Y 
(y')(r, t'oC), which are subcomputations f(c0)T (y)f(?) and f (•)Y  (y)f(d), 
respectively. Hence, wl satisfies (ii) of the latent separability condition, so 
that w~ is a latently separable segment off(g). Further, for V=f (V) ,  where 
(rid), g(~O,f(V)) is an entry of the table T, we can prove that 
VE ~(p,  to, w~, t2) and that f(g) = (p, tow, t2) and V satisfy (*) of the 
separability condition. These proofs are straightforward by (i) of Lemma 4.1, 
so omitted. Thus, for reachable configuration g = (p, tzzTff'), where A ~ F 
and [g ' l= l  3 + 1, by using only information of table T and the second 
component of/T, we can find segment Wl of zT' and set V such that g(#~) is a 
latently separable segment of f(g), and f(?)  and f(V) satisfy (*) of the 
separable segment. 
For such segment Wx and set V, we now show that ?= (p, [off~llZ) can be 
separated into two configurations ~1 and ?z such that 
?~=(p ' , f0  6') and ?2=(p,(V, ff~,)lz) and L(?)=L(62).L(?1) (4.2) 
for some (p', tT') E /7 and (7, wl), where (7, ]~1) is a new stack symbol. For 
new stack symbols (7, ~) with [wl ~< 13, we extend the definition of the tran- 
sition rules of M"  as follows. For each transition (q, ~) --*~r, (q', r~') with 
aCS,  if [w' l</3 and (q', r~')~ V, then (q,(V, ff;))~a(q',(V, ff")), else if 
[r~'] ~ l 3 and (q', ~') E V, (q, (7, r~))--* aE (that is, the accepting mode), else 
(q, (7, r~))~ a (q', (7,/51) 62) where rP' = rive and [gl[--- 13. Let F 2 be the set 
of the new stack symbols. 
By the definition of transition rules with new stack symbols, it is clear that 
L(?) = L(?2) • L(?l). Thus ~ can be separated into 61 and cz. We notice that 
if cz --*~ e and ~ ~', then g' = el, but g' = ~1 is not always true. 
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Next, we shall show that any reachable configuration ~of M" is separated 
into the configurations c I , c2,..., gn such that 
L(O = L(?.) ... L(?2) . L(60 (4.3) 
and the heights of J~ are bounded. To prove this, we shall show that if ~ = 
(q,, (V,, ff,).,T, ff,), where (V,,  6~) E 1"2, An E 1~ ~n E ff~, qn E Q and IGI = 
t 3 + 1, then ?, is separated into two parts. Obviously we can assume that 
there exists a reachable configuration d of M" such that ~-d  and d= 
(q,,)?~T,/2n) for some .g~/~.  Note that the case where n = 2 is so by (4.2). 
From A, ft, we can construct a configuration ?' such that E(f (? ' ) )  = E(f(d)) .  
In a fact, let An=[An,Dn]  and let D,=F i . . . F i~  , where F#= 
[TOPf6h(B 1 . . .  Bej_l) ,Bej ]. Further,  let zT= [Bi~ , Oi~ ] ... [Bi± , De,], where 
D e =F  i ... F i . Then put d' = (q,, zTff,), and we obtain E( f (d ' ) )  =E( f (d ) )  j 1 j 
by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. 
We can find a segment /7,+ 1 of /~, and a set Vn+~ such that 
(d', Vn+l, Vn+~) is an entry of T. Let ft, be ~'ff,+l 37' for some )7', y' G/w* 
and let t2= g(y) ,  w~=g(g,+i) ,  to=g(~A,~' )  and p=q, .  Then, f (d )= 
(p, towlt2). By the above arguments, we know that f (d )= (p, toW~t2) and 
V=f(V,+~) ~ C~(p, to , w~, t2) satisfy (*) of the separability condition. So, 
by (4.2), we get 
L(d) = L(q. ,  (G+, ,  fin+ 1) 27') . L(p ' ,  .~.4~Y'6') (4.4) 
for some (p', 6') E Vn + 1. 
We show that the configuration ?. = (q., (V., tY.)tT.~.) can be separated 
into the two configurations e=~, and G+~ where 6" = (p', (V., ~7.)~T.y'zT') and 
c.+ 1 = (q., (V.+ l, G+ 1) Y). Since ?" is accessible from G, ?. ~r 6" for some 
input 7. For this input 7, we get d~Y (p', ~T .~ ' f ' )=  ~. Thus, by L(d)=L(E)  
and (4.3), we obtain 
L(O) = L(G). L(e,_,)... LG). 
Since from (4.4), L (d )= L(?.+ 1) • L(~) follows, we know 
L(6) = L(d) = L(5n+ ,) .  L(5'n). L(~n+ 1) o.. L(Cl). 
Note that Cn+l and 6~, can be determined by using only information stored 
in gn. Thus, any reachable configuration ~ of M" is separated into the 
configurations Cl, c2 ..... 6 n such that L(g) = L(6n) ... L(62) • L(61) and the 
heights of 6 i are bounded. 
Now we are ready to construct a simple machine ~r which accepts L(M') .  
The set of stack symbols of M consists of 6i=(C1 i, (Vt,/7i)Xeffi)'s where 
qi C Q, (vi,/5i) is in F 2 k..J {e}, Aiffi ~ ~ and [,'Tiffil ~< l 3 + 2. The transition 
rules for G are defined as follows. 
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If (i = (q;, (Vt, 6i)'~iff,) and 0 < IAiff,[ < l 3 -[- 2, then for each input 
symbol the computation from tY t is the same as that of M". Otherwise, the 
transition rules for (~ separate it into two parts. Considering that if [Xd2i[ = 
=' and - M has a transition ct cic~+ 1 13 + 2, then 6 i is separated into c i Ci+l, 
so that L((i)=L(6i+l).L(6~). Note that ?i+1 is a reading mode, that is, 
C~'+1 = (qi ,  (gi+l,  tYi+l).lY) implies 17'[ < 13 + 2. Thus e moves never occur 
consecutively. So e moves can be removed: if ~-~a? i for some a ~ 27 and 
ci ° f  cic~+=' - 1, then we let ~a  ~c~+ ~be a new transition. Let 6 s be the starting 
configuration of both M" and 3~t. Then it is obvious that AI is a simple 
machine, and that if 6 s ~, ,  ( and 6~ ~ 61(2"" 6~ for any a E 2;*, then 
L(e) : L(e.) ... L(62) . L((,). Since L(M) = L(M") = L(~'Q), L(M) is 
simple. 1 
COROLLARY 4.1. For any machine M in R 0, M satisfies both the 
nonsingularity and the separability conditions if and only if the language 
accepted by M is simple. 
Proof By Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 4.1. I 
Since it is decidable whether M E R 0 satisfies both the nonsingularity and 
the separability conditions, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. There exists a decision procedure for deciding whether 
the language accepted by an arbitrary machine in R o is simple. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 4.1. l 
5. CONCLUSION 
In the previous ection, we have shown the decidability of the containment 
problem (dpda in R 0, So). Since the containment problem (dpda, So) reduces 
to the above problem (Oyamaguchi et al., 1980b), we can deduce our main 
result. 
MAIN THEOREM. There exists a decision procedure for deciding whether 
the language accepted by an arbitrary dpda is simple. I 
It is well known that the problem of deciding whether or not a monadic 
recursion scheme has strongly equivalent free scheme without the identity 
function can be reduced to the simplicity problem for dpda's (Friedman, 
1977). Hence our main result implies the decidability of the above problem 
concerning monadic recursion scheme. 
At present, several containment problems for dpda's remain open. For 
example, the nonsingularity problem (Friedman, 1978), the containment 
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problem with respect to LL(k) acceptors or dpda's satisfying our 
nonsingularity condition. Our result concerning the nonsingularity condition 
(e.g., Note of Property 1) will be useful for resolving some of these open 
problems. Further, we conjecture that a variant of the separability condition 
will be used for resolving the containment problem (dpda, LL(k) acceptors). 
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